PRESS RELEASE

Florian Trade Fair 2018: HELLA presents new LED work lights
•

Compact LED work lights provide optimum and targeted illumination when in
use

•

ECO series enables easy switch from halogen to LED technology

Lippstadt, October 9, 2018. From 11 to 13 October 2018, lighting and electronics
expert HELLA will be presenting its portfolio of work lights, beacons, interior lights, roof
light bars and auxiliary lighting systems at the FLORIAN 2018 in Dresden, the trade fair
for fire brigades, civil protection and disaster control (Hall 4, Stand M7).
The focus of the trade fair presentation will be on new compact LED work lights that
provide emergency services with optimum work lighting. From the compact series
HELLA for example shows the Power Beam 1000 LED compact. This is also available
as a reversing light version and generates a light output of 1000 lumen with six highpower LEDs at an energy consumption of 12 watts. This makes these headlamps ideal
for switching from halogen to LED technology. The Power Beam 1800 LED compact
work light covers even more lighting requirements - with six high-performance LEDs it
generates 1,850 lumens at an energy consumption of 26 watts.
The new ECO18 and ECO26 LED work lights are also suitable for converting from
halogen to LED technology. This is ensured by their compact size and universal shape.
The headlamps also have a light performance of 1,350 or 2,000 lumens and consume
only 18 or 26 watts. The ECO18 LED work light is also available as a reversing light.
See these and other HELLA products live at the Florian Trade Fair in Hall 4, Stand M7.

Please note:
This text and corresponding photo material can also be found in our press database at:
www.hella.com/press
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HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA, Lippstadt: HELLA is a global, family-owned company, listed on
the stock exchange, with around 40,000 employees at over 125 locations in some 35 countries.
The HELLA Group develops and manufactures products for lighting technology and electronics
for the automotive industry and also has one of the largest retail organizations for automotive
parts, accessories, diagnostics, and services within Europe. With nearly 7,000 people working in
research and development, HELLA is one of the most important innovation drivers on the
market. Furthermore, with sales of 7.1 billion euros in the fiscal year of 2017/2018, the HELLA
Group is one of the top 40 automotive parts suppliers in the world and one of the 100 largest
German industrial companies.
For additional information please contact:
Dr. Markus Richter
Company spokesman
HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA
Rixbecker Strasse 75
59552 Lippstadt
Germany
Phone: +49 (0)2941 38-7545
Fax: +49 (0)2941 38-477545
Markus.Richter@hella.com
www.hella.com
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